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Introduction
Lightspeed University takes you back on campus and gives you the kind of access your student ID just
could not provide for you. Every cheerleader, pep-rally, hot chick from the library or darling teen from
two floors down in your dorm is now hoping to earn some of your attention and affection. See what it's
like to be the big man on campus!

Adult Review
Lightspeed University is a place where every female student is a cheerleader and every male on campus is in for a good time.
If you are in the mood for some sexy young sluts who are full of school spirit, take a trip to this site's tour and pick out a
brand new whore!
  
  With the sweetest 18ers and nineteen year old students vying for your attention this is one college where the student body is
the only thing you'll ever need to study. Fortunately 61 exclusive movies in 480x360 resolution give you all the information
you need to make your studying pay off!
  
  This is one of the best sites on the lightspeed network. It features all the girls from the other networked sites in campus
situations that show each teen coed in her own natural surroundings. Be the big man on campus and decide which of the
Lightspeed University girls make the grade and which deserve to be left back!
  
  Along with the videos come plenty of picture sets and network access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of
this review. So, while the price may be a little higher than you expected, when you factor in all the sites your pass gets you
into and the fact that these are solo girls who can not be seen anywhere else, Lightspeed University tuition is not as expensive
as it may have seemed at first blush.

Porn Summary
Cheerleader fantasies acted out by real junior college students in the prime of their teen performance nude modeling careers.
It's enough to make you consider Lightspeed University as your cock's own safe school!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'University study has never been more fun than it is with the Lightspeed student body!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 82
Support: 80 Unique: 86    Taste: 84        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
Jordan Capri (88) ,Erica Lightspeed (87) ,Dirty Aly (86) ,Lightspeed Sorority  (Preview) ,Heather Lightspeed (Preview) ,
Taylor Little (Preview) ,Faith Lightspeed (Preview) ,Reel 18 (Preview) ,Dana Lightspeed (Preview) ,Mandy Lightspeed
(Preview) ,Little Troublemaker (Preview) ,Tawnee Stone (Preview) ,Sweet Devon (Preview) ,Britney Lightspeed (Preview) ,
Gigi Lightspeed (Preview) ,XXX Raimi (Preview) ,Terry Lightspeed (Preview) ,Stacy Bride (Preview) ,Brandy Didder
(Preview) ,Ronni Tuscadero (Preview) ,Nikki Grinds (Preview) ,Tori Stone (Preview) ,Ashley Lightspeed (Preview) ,Cum
Filled Panties (Preview) ,Rachel 18 (Preview) ,Evitas Playhouse (Preview) ,Lacey White (Preview) ,Courtney Lightspeed
(Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Coeds, Exclusive, Softcore, Teen
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Subscription: $34.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 61
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